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Fashion is not

Volume 103. Issue 119
WWWBGVIEWSCOM

PRSSA learns
in 'windy city'
The field trip for the
ladies in the Public
Relations Student
Society of America
motivates and teaches
life lessons | Page $

No longer
'business
as usual'
Columnist Andrea
Wadswortti looks back
at her habits in news

New LGBT student group
aims for community vibe
' •• MTVCOM

consumption and
By Gin* Potthoff
Managing Editor

wants readers to
support their local
newspapers | Page 4

Going to hell in
a handbasket
Street preachers have
every right to publicly
condemn sinners
to hell, but that doesn't
mean columnist Levi
Joseph Wonder
likes it | Page 4

Falcons fall
to Creighton
Men's basketball led for
most of their first-round
NIT game against
Creighton until the Blue
Jays caught up around
the four-minute mark
and after a successful
free-throw, defeated BG
73-71 | Page 10

From friends
to foes
Now that Syracuse
has won against
Canisius in first-round
WNIT play, women's
basketball coach Curt
Miller will have the
chance to play against
the team that
started his coaching

FadWatch fashion show

The new group HUE caters to a distinct group
of students and issues no other organization
on campus addresses. HUE, which stands for
Honoring, Urging and Encouraging, is an outlet
for LGBT people of color.
Junior Austin Williams, president of HUE,
started the group in September to provide a different setting than other LGBT groups VISION
and Transcendence. HUE is tailored toward
racial minorities who also face sexuality and
gender issues.
"There are a lot of people that wanted this
organization," Williams said, describing HUE as
more of a family than student organization. "I'm
just happy it's alive."
Junior Brianna Patman, HUE treasurer, said
the group is smaller, more personal and has a
totally different vibe, allowing members to vent
or simply talk about what's happening in their
lives.
"We talk about everything under the sun,"
Patman said. "Everyone is stressed out about
something."
Williams said HUE works with VISION and
Transcendence planning events and the groups
even share members. Both Williamsand Patman
are also VISION members.
"Just like VISION and Transcendence, HUE is
catering to a group of people," he said. "The goal
is pretty much the same."
However, Patman feels more comfortable
with HUE because of all the different cultures
the group represents.
"(HUE) is catered more to people I can relate
to," she said. "This is the best organization I've
ever really encountered."
Although the LGBT groups do work together,
VISION President Erik Sowers, junior, thinks the
groups could work even closer, but understands
HUE's differing purpose on campus.
"They focus more on building a community
versus VISION, which focuses on |LGBT| education," Sowers said.
He also said that unlike VISION, a group

to display iconic fashion of celebs
By Lin Chafeti
Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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COMFORT LEVEL: Brian™ Patman. HUE treasure, discusses with
Austin Williams. HUE president how comfortable she feeis in HUE.

that's been on campus for around 20 years, HUE
is taking a new approach addressing multiple
identities. HUE members deal with sexuality,
gender and race, whereas VISION deals mostly
with sexuality, Sowers said.
And though VISION is the broadest LGBT
group on campus, he said its 100 plus members
are predominantly white.
"It can be really different coming out as a
white person than coming out as a black person," he said.
Sowers said HUE provides information that
pertains to where the movement is going,
addressing the acceptance that accompanies
different races.
"It's a really exciting development," Sowers
said. "It's probably the most exciting group I've
heard about in a long time. 1 would like to see
them really flourish."
HUE, which has 13 listed members, usually
sees around 20 or more students at events they
put on, but Williams would like to see more
members so HUE can remain at the University.
He said elections for next year start Sunday.
"We want the organization to stay around,"
Williams said.
See HUE | Page 2

career | Page 10

CAMPUS

Tomorrow at 8 p.m. the latest
fashions will he walking down a
runway in the Union Ballroom,
FadWatch, an organization
which helps students at the
University keep up with the latest styles, will be having their
fourth annual fashion show in
the Union.
Janelle Hunter, vice-president
of FadWatch, said FadWatch
isn't only about fashion.
"It also is an organization to
help promote a healthy body
image for women, and to help
build self confidence," she said.
The theme for this year's
fashion show is "Iconic Egos"
and will feature clothing that
will try and emulate some
of fashion's greatest icons,
Hunter said. Some of the fashion icons featured in the show
will include Marilyn Monroe,
Audrey Hepburn, Diana Ross
and Diddy.
"This year at the fashion
show I think that people will
notice that there is even better fashion and more creativity."
Hunter said.
The clothing featured in
this year's show will be from
Torrid, Banana Republic, CBCB
and student designers from the
University.
The clothing will be shown in
two different ways by students

"I like that I get
to wear things I
normally wouldn't. It
lets me experiment
with lots of different
things which are out
of the box."
Kendta Jackson I FadWatch model

at the University who auditioned for an opportunity to be
in the show. The models have
received a fashion icon they
are to represent, and the clothing is from a store, which the
store provides with the understanding it will be returned, or
through the designer,
Kendra Jackson, a threetime model for the FadWatch
show, said she keeps modeling because it's a chance to do
something different.
"I like that I get to wear things
I normally wouldn't. It lets me
experiment with lots of different things which are out of the
box, "she said.
FadWatch member junior
Ashley Hannah said FadWatch
was founded by University student Kelly Brown four years
ago.

Students ready to dance for
Children's Miracle Network

BRIEF

By Eric R..d
Reporter
They do it for the kids.

If you were a street

ALAIN* BUZAS

preacher, what would
you preach about?

Students get new
Stroh Center vote
The University will now be forced to give
undergraduate students a vote on whether
they want to pay a $60 per semester fee
to help fund the Stroh Center starting in
2011.

CASSANDRA BOLEN
Sophomore.
Community Health
"Eating healthy. It's one
of my passions."

|Page4
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STUDENT VOICE: Students protest USG's support of the Stroh Center at the March 4
rally held by the Coalition for Undergraduate Student Reform.

When the Coalition for Undergraduate
Student Refoim held a rally on March 4.
they acquired more than the 5 percent
of undergraduate student signatures

needed to overturn a USG decision. Chief
Administrator Brandon Sallad said.
Accotding to the founder of the
Coalition Steve Currie. U62 people
signed the petition two week ago during
the rally
The USG executive committee will
meet tonight and discuss a potential date
for when the vote will be. but according
to USG's constitution, a referendum must
take place 15 academic days after March
6. the date the petition was handed in.

The 32-hour event Dance
Marathon is in its 14th year,
starting this Saturday in the
Student Recreation Center.
Even though the economy has
caused a slight drop in donations, Brian Heilmeier, director of Dance Marathon and
senior, is confident that Dance
Marathon has managed to raise
a sizable amount to donate to
the Children's Miracle Network
and Mercy Children's Hospital,
which is partnered with St.
Vincent Hospital in Toledo.
"The children really appreciate what we do, and any
amount is better than nothing,"
Heilmeier said.
It may be called Dance
Marathon but participants are
not always required to dance.
"People have to be awake and
on their feet," Melinda Grooms,

THE BG NEWS FUE PHOTO

TOGETHER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE: In its 14th year. Dance Marathon has participants from all walks of life on campus, all raising money to help children in need

sponsorship chair and senior,
said.
There will be no shortage of
activities to keep dancers awake.
There will be things like a casino
night, a YouTube hour, cornhole
and bands performing.
During the toughest hours of
the event, between 12 a.m. and
6 a.m. Sunday, talent shows will

be happening and many tnoralers will be on hand in order to
keep the dancers motivated.
Brittani Penix, dance relation
chair and senior, said there's no
need for dancers to worry about
their health due to being on their

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

.wed have it all
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle

> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights

> Private baths

> Full-size washer
and dryer

> Furnished if needed

> and much more...

> Full-size dishwasher
> Full-size washer
and dryer
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BLOTT
MONDA'
MARCH 1
434 P.M.
Two students were referred to
student discipline for drug abuse in
ol S

4:16 P.M.
Complainant reported his apartment
on North Summit Street was broken
into and two laptop computers and
a Playstation 3 console with two
controllers were stolen.

10:18 P.M.
Complainant reported subjects possibly smoking marijuana in Lot D. An
officer checked the area but subjects
were gone upon arrival.

5:02 P.M.
Complainant reported his vehicle
was hit with a baseball bat after both
mirrors were damaged and removed
from his vehicle, causing $150 in
damages.

TUESDAY
MARCH 17

6=37 P.M.
Complainant reported his laptop
computer and 10 X-Box games were
stolen from his room.

834 A.M.
Complainant reported a theft from
the Commons Marketplace
103OA.M.
Complainant reported a theft of
■nont from Memorial Hall.

8:04 P.M.
Zachary Balusik. 27. of Grand Rapids.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly conduct after he was found passed out at
a table at Buffalo Wild Wings
8:31 P.M.
Complainant reported his LG
Voyager phone valued at $200 was
ruined after a subject threw a water
balloon at it.

1108 A.M.
isa Siogel. 29. of Bowling Green.
vas arrested for selling alcohol
'.o underage persons after giving
Smirnoff Malt Liquor to an underige informant without checking
dentification.

8:53 P.M.
Four students were referred to
student discipline for underage consumption at Mac East.

2:01 P.M.
Jonathon Wiswell, 21. of Paulding.
Ohio, was arrested for open container of alcohol after he was observed
arrying a clear pitcher with green
tjeer in it
2 29 P.M.
complainant reported his laptop
computer was stolen from his room
<n Offenhauer West.
322 P.M.
Matthew Qumn. 20. of Bowling
Green, and Ryan Conroy. 20. of
Bowling Green, were cited for underage possession of alcohol after they
weie witnessed hitting pine cones
with a paddle into Clough Street
3 26 P.M.
Ashley Mullins. 18. of Bucyrus. Ohio,
was cited for theft after shoplifting
men's boxers, socks, a bandana and
a wrist support from Wal-Mart.

Celebrate
Customer
Appreciation
Week at BOTH

9:28 P.M.
Five students were referred to
student discipline for underage consumption in Mac West.
10:30 P.M.
Thomas Cook. 23. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct while
intoxicated and obstructing official
business after attempting to fight
patrons at Tubbys Tavern. Cook also
fell down outside the bar and struck a
parked car with his head.
10:40 P.M.
Caleb Kaiser. 19. of Rockford. Mich.,
and Christopher Blair. 20. of Toledo.
were cited for criminal damaging
and underage drinking after they
admitted to breaking out the windows at Pinnacle Plastics.
11:43 P.M.
Andrew Fischer. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal mischief after he was observed carrying two plastic chairs down North
Enterprise Street.
11:48 P.M.
Ashley Rausch. 20. of Marysville.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

From Page 1

Scott is a sophomore from Minster. Ohio, lie enjoys
exploring Bowling Green on his Hade llufry hike, which
he received in the 5th grade. As a history major, Scott loves
learning about the Civil War — unless lie has to sit in a
right-handed desk and awkwardly contort his body to take
notes. He's a lefty.

11:53 P.M.
William Fleming, 30, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct with persistence and possession of drug paraphernalia after
he was found fighting patrons inside
Uptown/Downtown Bar

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 18
12:15 A.M.
Albert Santus. 22. of Perrysburg.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia after his glass
marijuana pipe was seen in plain
view.

"Come one, come all." she
said.

12:16 A.M.
Thomas Cook. 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct with persistence after causing a disturbance at Wood County
Hospital and pushing one of the
nurses.

[NOCK WU

THE WINNER: "Mom don't you haw one of owe''

HAVE A WITTY OR FUNNY CAPTION FOR THIS PHOTO?

12:19 A.M.
Justine Gearhart. 18. of Defiance.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct after he was observed urinating in public.

HUE holds meetings every
Sunday at 8 p.m. in room 103 BA
building. Their next event is hosting guest speaker Terrence Bean,
a newscaster and New York community activist, on April 18 at 3
p.m. in Union 315.

DANCE
From Page 1

12:39 A.M.
Derek Stalder, 22, of Ridgeway.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated and open
container of alcohol after he fell
face-first into traffic on North
Prospect Street and remained lying
in the road. An 8 ounce flask containing tequila was observed sticking
out of his pants pocket.

k

He said his favorite part
of HUE is the "How was your
week?" sessions so he can know
what's been happening in other
students' lives. He also enjoys
the events they throw, including guest speakers and helping
with the "Coming Oul Ball" and
"Condom Carnival."
Because the group is in its first
year and is relatively unknown,
Williams welcomes new faces at
meetings.
"Don't be scared to come and
see what we're about," he said.
"You might like it."
Patman agrees HUE is open
to any student looking for entertainment and information.
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ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list
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CORRECTION
POLICY

feet for 32 hours straight.
"Nurses will be on hand in
order to make sure dancers are
all right," Penix said.
Another perk of participating
in Dance Marathon is that the
children that benefit from the
money raised will be on hand
throughout both Saturday and
Sunday.
"The most rewarding part of
the event is you get to bring a
smile to a child's face," Grooms
said.
Donations can be made up
until the time of the event. Dance
Marathon starts at 10 a.m. on
Saturday and concludes at 6 p.m.
on Sunday.
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We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

\m 1-- 1

The man on the right in the city
council photo on page 1 in yesterdays issue of The BG News was
incorrectly identified. Jim Carter was
the man in the photo.

MIOUUWEIGMAN

YOUR CAPTION HERE: Submit your caption to caption conteit@boyiew.com or
at bgviewscom lor your chance to have your photo and your caption appear in next
Thursday's issue of The 6G News Be sure to include your contact information to be considered lor the contest Winner will be selected by The BG News.

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
Its easy! Advertise

March SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate

with The BG News today
and get the word out1
Visit 204 West Hall o*

Student Housing for 2009/2010

J
%^'
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HUE

Scott Berger

after trying to use someone else's
identification to enter Uptown/
Downtown Bar.

Big Boy

call 419-372-2605 lo
speak with a sales

meccabg.com

Monday - Sunday
3/16/09- 3/22/09
990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake

representative today.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Dine-in, drive-thru,
or carry-out.

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.75

"Home away from Home"

WMCN YOU*

MON - FRI 9:00AM TO 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment Only

Drive-thru &
carry-out only.

MOTOR

419-354-3533 I www.villagegreen-bg.org

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + $1.80

480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

Tuesday 3/17/09
Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.

All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Saturday & Sunday
3/21 & 3/22/09
Weekend
Breakfast Bar
$6.45
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.45.
Whafa Your
Favorite Thing?

DECLINE
Trying to find an
\toffl auto mechanic that
you can trust?

OUR "Good," "Better"
or "Beet" OIL CHANGE

$E00

5

' v

OFF

I 'MdUoNl to* mar W»- In lieu of ottar
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At Tuffy...
We Fix Cars And
Treat You Right!

ma mm

»2?

TUFFY BUCKS

$4A00
"OFF

20

^*r««p^

ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
OVER $100
tKWBOMcMnm NodWMnabttfKCMfL
m an tfoewoOn^OT trim tufa.

1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131

1«y
K»-i=-

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair

AND

1540E. WoosterSt.
419.352.3531
Bowling Green, OH

• 121 E. Court St.
#A and B

77

Bnk»liWiMmtlimi*c1hmAnM0ty*fWE
nunmumar
C^riJ'.n'iTnVliMfB
vrananua
mmofr
Bowling Qrewi • (419) 353-2444
T*fl>
1087 S. Main Street
Next to Pizza Hut
Mon. - Frl. 8:00am - 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tuffy.com

mm

1616 E. W00STER
419.352.7200
ORDER ONLINE AT JIMMYJOHNS.

mom

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

- Two Bedroom Apartments
• Very Modern $595/Month
* Quiet Living

I
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Web site enables users to
explore personal identity online

Rough start leads to a successful trip
By Allison Borgell
Reporter

When 14 female members of the
University's Public Relations
Student Society of America
(PRSSA) arrived at the Megabus
stop in Toledo March 11, they
expected a four-hour bus trip
to Chicago for networking with
public relations practitioners
and some free time in the city.
What they did not expect was
a road trip to Chicago in their
professor's Cadillac and SUV.
The women's plans turned
topsy-turvy midday, after
they had loaded their luggage
and boarded the Megabus at
Southwyck Shopping Center.
Thedriverannouneed that there
were mechanical problems with
the bus, and two hours later,
they still weren't fixed.
When the PRSSA members
learned they might have to wait
until 5:30 to take another bus
to Chicago, journalism instructor and PRSSA advisor Julie
Hagenbuch took charge. Her
mother-in-law helped shuttle
everyone to 1 lagenbuch's house
in Toledo, where arrangements
were made to drive one of the
girls' cars and Hagenbuch's
Cadillac and SUV to the windy
city.

relations agency, the Kxelon
spokespeople helped arrange
a meeting with Ketchum. a
global public relations agency,
I lagenbuch said.
Discussion topics in the
meetings Included tips for
finding jobs and being marketable in the current economic
climate, and the professionals
shared stories of their lives in
the field of public relations.
University alumna lill kouri.
a global marketing director at
KELCEYBBUBAKER T-FRGNFWS Accenture. advised the stuFALCONS RISING: University alumnus Douglas Whitmire poses m the studio with PRSSA dents to gain real-world experience before applying for jobs,
members with his thank you gift: a Falcon sweatshirt.
continuously network, differThegrouptnctwithUnivcrsiu
ent iatethemselves through the
"I didn't want to have us sitjob-hunting process and their
ting on a bus for six hours when alumni working in public
relations for the Illinois CPA resumes, and break away from
we hadn't even left the city lim(Certified Public Accountants) the spoiled, entitled mindset
its," Hagenbuch said. "I didn't
Society, Accenture (a consult- people have about their genera
really care that |the studentsl
ing, technology and outsourc- lion. Kotiri also spoke about the
were driving my cars—I was
ing company), and Chicago's importance of dressing profesjust more concerned about us
Museum of Science and sionally, researching prosper
getting there in a safe and timeIndustry. The PRSSA members live employers, being persistent,
ly manner."
The rest of the trip stayed also talked with University and emphasizing writing skills
truer to Hagenbuch's original alumnus Doug Whitmire, exec- and Midwestern roots while
utive producer of the morning applying for jobs.
plan. She had contacted sevKouri said working for The
eral of her University alumni show for ABC's Channel 7 News,
IK; News in college proved benfriends working in Chicago, and with public relations pracalong with the Chicago chapter titioners at Exclon Corp., one eficial when she was job-huntof the Public Relations Society of the nation's largest electric ing, and she said the students
utilities.
of America in order to set up
See PRSSA | Page 5
After hearing about the
meetings, and she was able to
group's desire to tour a public
organize five conference times.

for three years, said she Immediately recognized the programa
abilin to gender the avatar.

Connect to the Internet; go to
a Web site: create an identity
The topic of yesterday's Brown
Hag Lunch "Gendered, Placed
and Raced: Three-Dimensional
Cyberspaces" explored issues
of self identity within the three
dimensional Web site: Second
Life.
Second life is an interactive
user generated Web site thai
allows users to shop and interact
with other users while dealing
their own avatar to express personality.
The Invention of the Internet
and online worlds like that in
Second Life allows people to
think about their identity and
what they do in real life to signify their own identify, presentet
HadhikaCajjalasaid.
"This world allows us to explore
the issues of identity, gcndei and
race and the production olidenlit\ in ways that are realh universal
but are addressed in this world."

When you log on you really
see how your identirj is constructed and will be constructed,"
Anarbaeva said. "What is unique
about Second Life is that the
world also encourages us to look
beyond our own identifies and
son ol plaj with the roles we were
given."
Natalie Silva, a Second I ile user
and presenter said she was ivalh
drawn to her ability ID challenge
gendei roles and standards in the
program.
"In my first life I am a tea net
and this is son ol a traditional
feminine role, hut in Second Life
I am an architect and I really
enjoyed how the world gave me
the freedom and fluidity to break
the sel nl rules which societ) has
son nl placed on people and gender," siha said.
I he ultimate anonymirj ol the
Internet .md Second Life also
allows the users in generate their
own Identity and deviate from
their real ones in obvious ways
while -till resonating with the

i iejjala said
Presenter Samara Anarbaeva,
a 3rd year Ph.D. student in communication studies, has been
Involved in the second life world

BROWNBAG

Cinco Dc Ma

ARE YOU SMARTER THAN A FRESHMAN?

GET A LIFE

By Th*r»a Scott
Reporter

Mexican Grill & Bar

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some evfnB taken from evcrtsbqsuedi

1544 East Wooster St
41M53-9999

II a.m. - 3 p.m.
Summer Job & Internship
Fair

Weekly Specials

Union

6:30 pm.-11 p.m.
Panhellenic Recruitment
Workshop

MONDAY

TUESDAY

99c Margaritas on the rocks
$8 99 chicken/steak fajitas

COLLEGE ID NIGHT!
(20% off total bill nl IDI

Union Multi-Purpose Room

7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Financial Aid Info Session
Education 114

7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Die Reise nach Kafiristan
(Journey to Kariristan)
Gish Theater

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
It's easy! Advertise
with T I"' f-i( i Nt'w. tod i*.
and (jet the word out!
Visit 204 West Hall 01
, ill 419-372-2605 to
speal with a sales
repr< ■ -.< »nt< >i IVI ■

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

All Combos $5.99
$1 SO Domestic Bottles

$13 99 Margarita Pitchers
'': ott Nacho (Appetizer)

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

10% Oil Seafood Items

$13 99 Margarita Pitchers

SUNDAY
Kids Under 5 Eat FREE!
(limit ? children)

BiNlOHMAN

KNOW IT ALL: University alumni Brian Kenyon (left) and Slu (center) appear stumped as they try to answer to a trivia question against
three freshman during last night's contest The UAO sponsored contest pitted graduates versus fipshmen in the battle of BG brains

Ftee Delivery within 5 miles

M T

C

; " "am-'0pm

s

«" iJam-gpn,

Stiff]m to
open to students of AWmajor

CRJU 395 Section 1001
Crime Flicks

all 2009 Registration

CRJU 395 Section 1002
Serial Homicide
TR6;15-9:25pm

(3credils) Michael Buerger

(3 credits) Judge James Bachman

These courses are reserved foe CRJU Majors ONLY in Fall and Spring Semester
So don't miss this great opportunity'

Contact the Department ol Human Services at 372-2326 to register

W

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

Go to: my.bgsu.edu
BG News Editor
Summer 2009

1. select student center
2. select add a class
3. enroll ir i classes

BG News Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Key magazine Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Obsidian Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
Applications due: 5pm Friday, March 20 in 204 West Hal
Interviews will be Friday, March 27.

REGISTRATION START DATES
March 16
March 18
March 24
March 26
April 7
April 9
April 13

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshman
Guest Students

A new registration system is in effect for Fall 2009.
You can access everything that you need, including tutorials,
via the new "Student Center" at the MyBGSU portal.
Questions? Call the Registration Hotline at
419-372-4444 from 8am to 5pm Monday - Friday

BGSU
GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

FORUM
Irfcv/rLhUN

"The children really appreciate what we do, and any amount is
better than nothing."
- Brian Heilmeier. director of Dance Marathon and senior [see story, pg. 1].
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If you were a street preacher, what would you preach about?

"Acceptance and

"How the University

"Literacy for young

"How bad our K-12

equality."

is putting money in

children."

education is and how

the wrong places"

JENNIFER COOPER.
Junior,
AYAILA

JOSEPH SMITH.
Senior.
Biochemisty

BRIANNEPIZER.
Senior
Middle Childhood Edu.

K

"With growing financial troubles

When I lived on campus my
tirst two years of school, every
morning would begin quite
predictably. I vvoidd head to the
Union for breakfast, grab copies of several newspapers (one
being this one, of course) and
chow down.
Now that I live in an apartment, however, things have
changed a bit. I now end up paging through the news online. I
really haven't thought too much
about the greater effect of this
until recently; it just seemed
like the natural thing to do.
Nearly all newspapers post
their content online, even extra
content not found in the paper
editions, so why not just get it
the easy way?
The advent of widespread
Internet use has permeated
every aspect of the world in
which we live. Students use
it almost daily for research,
friends use it to communicate
instantly and world news now
spreads like wildfire. It seems
like a blessing, and perhaps it is.
With growing financial troubles
everywhere, however, the deep
impact of the internet on the
newspaper business is beginning to be revealed.
, I'm not an expert on the situation, but just a basic search
on Google for "newspaper cuts''
reveals a problem. It hits very
close to home.
I Only several months ago, two
lbetroit newspapers decided to
reduce home delivery. When
David Munke, publisher of The
Detroit Free Press, spoke to the

everywhere... the deep impact of the
Internet on the newspaper business is
substitute for the feel of a printed newspaper in my hands.
There's something nostalgic
about the crinkling sound of
turning newspaper pages,
smudged ink and that familiar
typeset.
Many people have great pride
in their hometown newspapers.
Local newspapers are beneficial
to the community — they help
bring people together, as well as
inform them of things national
or larger newspapers wouldn't
bother with. Local newspapers
concern themselves with the
welfare of their community,
and the things that are truly
important to the locals. Are we
going to lose this in the future,
due to electronic media?
If you value The BG News and
your local town newspaper, be
sure to show support to them in
this time of economic troubles.
I'm not a journalism major, but
I had always dreamed of being
able to be a contributor to a local
paper. I now have the chance
to be involved, as do countless
others around the country.
We have an important outlet to air our ideas to those in
the community around us. You,
too have the opportunity to do
this. I personally am thankful
for this right, and will do my
best in the fight to keep things
going. To me, the printed word
is irreplaceable.
Respond to Andrea at
tlieneivs@bgneuis.com

Visiting student says Mexico
ot as danaerous as people think
.

By J«n Turnbull
Daily Collegian

»
E'" ir my vacation, 1 trekked
rough the garbage dump of
lylexico City for a week.
; This unusual choice of a recreational activity was part of a new
journalism class at Penn State
to give students real-life experience at being an international
reporter by spending a week
writing stories in Mexico City.
l| addition to being a tremen(jouseducationalexpcrience.thc
trip highlighted the misconceptions Americans have about our
neighboring country.
: Mexico has been in the headlines lately mostly for the recent
drug wars along the American
border. The increased danger

affected Penn State's students
who spent spring break in towns
such as Tijuana, which has
become the site of shootings and
murders as the Mexican army
and police clash with drug cartels. Also, many Americans only
know Mexico as the source of
the perceived illegal immigration problem.
But Mexico City is the second
largest city in the world, with 8
million people within its boundaries. And it is far from the danger and violence of the border
towns of Cancun and Tijuana.
Danger is still present as in any
large city. Robberies and kidnappings do occur. But any visitor
to the expansive city is able to
see the many sights, including
the cultural area of the Zocalo

Square or the Aztec pyramids,
without any fear.
1 chose a less tourism-focused
path to experience Mexico. As
partoftheintemationalreporting
class, I was required to research
and report a story. When I read
that politicians wanted to close
the largest garbage dump for
the city, I became interested in
knowing what would happen to
the many people who live there.
Thus, Tuesday morning, I
found myself at a crude, homemade checkpoint on the edges
of the enormous Bordo Potiente
garbage dump, which is about
2,500 acres. About 300 people
make their living at the dump,
dwelling in crude shacks and
searching through the 12,000
tons of trash brought every day
for recyclable materials to sell.
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their behavior is
a bad reminder
Every week or so, as I stroll past
the student union on my way
to class, I am "graced" by the
presence of a handful of people
who regularly station themselves inside the free speech
zone. Their agenda? Promoting
their own breed of Christianity
to the student body of the
University.
Packing large signs, propaganda-laden pamphlets and a
comprehensive knowledge of
what they believe to be true,
these people come here in
vain and misguided attempts
to convert college students (or
anyone else who will listen) to
their ways of thinking.
They're street preachers, and
they've come prepared.
First off, let it be known I
harbor no ill will toward these
people. If they choose to exercise their first amendment
rights in this manner then they
are entided to do so by the Bill
of Rights, and more power to
them for keeping free speech
well and alive in our nation.
But that doesn't mean I have
to like what they say. To be
honest, their behavior is a bad
reminder to me of just how
prevalent religious intolerance
truly is in modern society.
I don't mean to imply these
people are belligerent or
aggressive; quite the opposite,
really. Upon addressing them,
one will find these people rather benign and eager to share
what they know. They are not
violent extremists.
However, their desire to position themselves at the heart
of a secular university while
controversially promoting their
beliefs is an obvious indicator of their desire to attract
attention to their cause and to
spread word of their presence
on campus as quickly as possible. Regardless, they're here

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

it should be fixed by

"To be honest,

beginning to be revealed."
media his words were quite
foreboding. "We're fighting
for our survival," he said, and
"the dynamics of delivering
information to audiences has
changed forever due to technology"
Among his points was the
basic fact that the cost of printing and delivering a newspaper was no longer profitable,
as most consumers were simply getting their news for free
online. Is this a harbinger of
things to come?
Newspapers everywhere are
tryingtheir hardest not to follow
in the footsteps of Detroit area
newspapers. This includes laying off large groups of employees to save money, which is
just a short term fix for a larger
problem. It also serves to create
other problems.
More and more, criticism of
this tactic is popping up, with
claims that layoffs are leading
to a degradation of reporting
quality and diversity in newspapers. The problem has even
affected several college newspapers, forcing them to do anything to save money, including
cutting editions and snipping
off pieces of their budgets.
It is difficult to predict the
future of printed news. Clearly,
things cannot continue as
"business as usual." Is it ethical and sensical journalism to
make staffing cuts that could
affect the quality of the news
and writing that is delivered?
To me, electronic news is no

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

feedback at bviews.com.

Street preachers aim to convert
students with attacking words

internet threatens newspapers
ANDREA
WADSWORTH
COLUMNIST

k

Read tlw rest of the column
online at bgviews.com

to me of just how
prevalent religious
intolerance truly is
in modern society."
in vain attempts to convert us.
and this alone upsets me.
Had my childhood years not
been fraught with all sorts of
condemning religious dogma
being thrown around like pillows at a sleepover, I believe I
would hold absolutely no care
at all for what these people
have to say. I would gladly walk
by them while getting to my
lecture hall classes, tuning out
everything they happen to say.
But, like so many other people in this world, I have grown
up witnessing religious intolerance for a great deal of my life.
I am very familiar with how it
feels to be verbally condemned
to hell many times, and these
street preachers who choose
to invade our student union's
free speech zone are a disgusting reminder of the intolerance
1 have witnessed and experienced over the years.
I have never been persecuted or harmed for my faith (or
my current lack thereof), but I
can confidendy say that when
absorbing religious attacks,
one's self esteem can drop pretty quickly. I am proof of this,
try being condemned for a day
(or being told that everyone
else is condemned) and see
how you feel. It's not pleasant;
in fact, it sucks.
In my latter years of elementary school, 1 was subject to an
extremely dogmatic Catholic
education which regularly
asserted Catholicism was the
only true path to salvation. All
other faiths and spiritual paths
were decried as inherently

wrong.
During high school. I worked
in a Catholic church where
street preachers would regularly gather during the church's
annual summer pilgrimage,
disrupting the event. I saw
pure, unadulterated hate in the
eyes of those who were waving signs around and delivering offensive verbal diatribes
to the innocent churchgoers of
the event.
And now, during my college years, I am forced to deal
with those who see fit promote
anti-intellectualism and religious intolerance on our campus. With statements aimed at
refuting scientific theories such
as evolution and discrediting
other religions, I think their
efforts would be better spent at
an institution not populated by
college students.
The men and women who
attend school here at the
University are attempting to
acquire a liberal arts education, not a myopic and narrow-minded view of the world
around them. Based on my
observations of student activity, most people here subscribe
to the fundamentally sound
"live and let live" philosophy
in some way or another, giving
them a helpful dose of goodnatured tolerance against
these street preachers. This is
an advisable course of action.
These preachers have a misguided idea they can convert
college students at a secular
university to their ways of
thinking. They are wrong. Let
us prove this by not giving
them the attention they crave
so much.
These people are people just
like us. They have freedom of
speech rights just like we do.
But we don't have to listen to
what they say. If we respect
their rights to preach and we
peacefully ignore them, they
will go away eventually.
Respond to Levi at
thenews@bgnews.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Many students fail to
realize majority of
tuition funds athletics
It seems lately that everytime
I open up The BG News I find
someone new complaining
about the Stroh Center.
I have been at the University
for four years and this is the
only issue I have voiced my
opinion on. Students who
object to the Stroh Center and
what it stands for can sometimes be closed-minded.
I hear the argument about
the extra $50 or $60 that will
come out of our pockets in the
coming fall semester. We as
students voted, or at least had

the chance to vote, and elected
the membersof Undergraduate
Student Government to their
positions. They are the voice of
the entire undergraduate student body.
I thoroughly agree with what
USG did and do not rebuke
them in any way. As for the
actual payment, most students
do not realize most of what
we pay now for tuition already
goes to fund University athletics. Why do you think we get in
free to all University sports? It
is a similar situation with the
Rec Center; we pay dues out of
our tuition.
It is not my judgement that
matters in the case by any
means. The decision has been

made to fund the Stroh Center
and that is that.
Many donors usually earmark the donations they give to
the University. These earmarks
start the ball rolling to fund
buildings like the Stroh Center.
The only issue I have with the
new arena is that the students
giving money were not credited with the donation. A little
recognition goes a long way.
By Timothy Rupp, senior
majoring in Education &
Human Development and
Sports Management
Respond to Timothy at
lhenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenewsU'bgrwws.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
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to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
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printed
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and clarity before printing. The
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PRSSA
From Page 5
working for the publication are
"doing a greal thing."
"As you start your jobs, you
will be grateful for your base at
The ISC News," koiiii said. "It
was a fantastic foundation."
Whitmire and Melissa Wall.
majorgiftsofficcratthcMuscum
of Science and Industrj and
winner of a Florence and lease
Currier Young Professional
Award in 2008, echoed similar
praises about the journalistic
experiences they received at the

University.
"What's great about B024 is
they lei the students do everything." Whitmire said. "If
you want to do TV news, join
BG24."
"The writing experience I got
in school has been invaluable,"
Wall said. "The fact that you're
graduating with a journalism degree—thank your lucky
stars."
In addition to sharing advice
similar to Kouri's. Wall critiqued
some of ihe students' resumes.
"It's Ibecnl a really great
networking opportunity, especially coming here to I be muse-

um," said Sara Newell, a junior.
"Beingable to pick (Wall'sl brain
and have a professional critique
my resume is really helpful."
Other PRSSA members had
good things to say about their
Chicago experience.
"As a junior, it was inspiring
and motivating to see that BG
alumni were able to move up so
high, so fast in a big city," Kelcey
Brubakcrsaid.
"I was thinking about going
into corporate communicalions, and some of the professionals gave me more confidence to go into that path," said
Samaniha lohnstone, a senior.

"They gave me good advice, and
they were willing to follow up
with us."
Some follow-up work was
done, Hagenbuch said,
"One of the people thai we
interviewed ... she's asked for
one of the girls' resumes out
of the trip," she said. "She's got
a job opening in May, and she
wants to interview one of the
girls on the trip for thai."
Overall, Hagenbuch said she
thought the trip was a suet ess.
"It's a pretty powerful thing
when you can shadow the life of
someone that you read about in
the textbook," she said.
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CINCINNATI (API -- Southbound
lanes of a Cincinnati-area inter
state were closed for several boms
yesterday morning while police
searched for evidence alter an
early morning shooting left two
people dead.
The
shooting
happened
just before 3 a.m. on Interstate
75 about nine miles north of
Cincinnati, according to police
in suburban TYendalc. The two
victims, Keith Cobb and Scott
Neblett |r., both 25, of Cincinnati,
were traveling south in a maroon
SUV when someone in another
vehicle heading the same direction fired at them, police said.
The SUV flipped and crashed into
a guardrail, and Ihe other vehicle left
area, police said. Cobb and Nebletl
died at the scene. Pdlkf I laven't been
ablclti verily conflicting descriptions
of the other vehicle.
investigators shut down southbound 1-75 for about eight hours
as they combed the area for shell
casings and other evidence,
"We found nine bullel holes in
die car." F.vendale Police It (Iregg
Phillips said. "We have a crime

scene that goes about threetenths of a mDe,"

"We have a
crime scene that
goes three-tenths
of a mile."
Lt. Greg Phillips | Evendale Police
The shooting appears lo have
been prompted by an earlier dispule at The Garage Spoils Bar
& Grill in suburban Sharonvillc.
about a quarter-mile from the
scene, Phillips said.
Police haven't been able lo
determine if ihe men in the SUV
fired back with a handgun (hey
found in the vehicle.
TTie shooting was similar lo one
in May lltMKi in which vans carrying rapper Clifford "T.I." Harris
and others wcie shot at as they
traveled south on 1-75 after leaving a bar north of (Tncinnati.
Amcml>crolTherapper'sentourage, 26-year-old Philant lohnson,
was killed, in November, 34-yearold Hosea Thomas of Cincinnati
was convicted of murder in
lohnson's killing and sentenced to
66 years to life in prison.

0NU victim of $10 mill, fraud
ADA (API — Another university
in Ohio says it invested inonev
with a firm whose owners are
now charged with fraud in New
York.
Ohio Northern UniversitJ
in Ada says it had $10 million
invested with Weslridge ( apital
Management Inc., whose two
owners were arrestedinFebruary
on charges of conspiracy, wire
fraud and securities fraud.

Ethnic intimidation in Dayton

4

DAYTON (AP) — A white
man accused of threatening to burn the house of a
black family because he
didn't wain them living in his
Dayton-area neighborhood
has pleaded guilty to ethnic
intimidation.
Karl Mcl.earranof suburban
lefferson Township entered
the plea Tuesday, withdrawing a previous plea of not
guilty by reason of insanity.
Sheriff's deputies arrested
lhe:i9-year-old McLearran in
luly after he was accused of

yelling a racial slur at neighbor Saundra Ballard's son
and threatening to bum her
house.
While Ballard and her sons
were testifying before a grand
jury in the case, her house
was set afire. A juvenile was
later accused of setting the
fire.
Montgomery
County
Common Pleas Court Judge
Mary Kate Huffman says
she intends to sentence
McLearran to four years in
prison.

Commissioner Dave Young
calls the new rules offensive.
The Ohio Department of
lob and Family Services says
a change made in October
based on a suggest ion from
the federal government bases
eligibility on income. Savings,
stocks, cash and other assels
are no longer taken into
account
The state says it's up to the
state agency, not individual
counties, to ensure eligible
Ohioans have access to food
stamps.
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Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

Warren county commissioner finds
new food stamp rules 'offensive'
LEBANON (AP) — A southwest Ohio county is threatening to ignore new food stamp
rules because officials say
relatively well off people are
getting benefits.
Commissioners in Warren
County near Cincinnati said
Tuesday they want to go back
to ihe old eligibility standards.
They were angry after learning
that a woman with $80,000 in
the bank, a paid-off $311,000
home and a Mercedes qualified for $500 a month in food
stamps after she lost her job.
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Man pleads guilty to threatening to burn neighbor's home
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Police investigate 1-75
shooting in Cincinnati
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»Sudoku

prizes at:

PRIZESUDOKU,C0M
second life."
The act of creating an identity online can challenge users
to think about iheir "real life"
identity in a more introspective way that they may have
not thought about if they were
not asked to on Second Life,
(iajjala said.
"We choose who we want to
be and also who we don't want
to be." Anarbaeva said.

BROWNBAG
From Page 3
user as a part of themselves,
said presenter Kacie Rethman.
"I noticed right away the
Barbie-like bodies of the
women and the ripped muscles of the men." Hethman said.
" What you wish you could be in
your real life you can be in your

Ohio Northern President
Kendall Baker says it's too early
to know if the school can get its
money back.
Earlier ihis week, Bowling
Green State University said il
had $15 million with the hi in.
Bowling Green added that it
could be several years before the
university knows the fate of its
money because the investigation is just beginning.

NO MORE
SPACE HEATERS!

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace Apartments
are dedicated to providing YOU with
the best affordable housing in the area!

Here are just a few other things
we have to offer YOU:

YOUR COURSES ARE CONFUSING ENOUGH
YOU DON'T HAVE TO MAKE YOUR
PERSONAL FINANCES CONFUSING, TOO!

Glass City Federal is here to help!
Call us today for help with your personal finance questions.

3 Laundromats • Air Conditioned • Plenty of Parking
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. • Private Resident Shuttle
I Swimming Pools • 24 Hour Emergency maintenance
High Speed Internet Included • Minutes from BGSU
Gas Included (Heat, Hot Water and Cooking)

RENTAL OFFICE
400 E Napoleon Rd. I 419.352.9135 I www.winthropterrace.com

119 Clay St. - $685
730 Elm St. - $615
316 Ridge St. - $705

GLASS CITY
/^FEDERAL
<^^>CREDIT UNION

We're working for you!
419-887-1000
419-352-0787 - BG branch

VISIT OUR flTHf) IN Trie STUD6NT UNION N6XT TO STfiBWCKS/

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Large two bedroom
duplexes/houses
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To enter the BG News NCAA Tournament Pick'cm Contest

WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

E

simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round.
A correctly picked name in the first round will get you a point.
followed by two points in the second round, four in the third round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie, those in
contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a guess at
the combined score of the teams.

Compliments of:
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COLONIAL LANES
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($60.00 Value)
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5 Free 1 Topping Pizzas
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bookstore
BGSU Sweatshirt

3 Fool Party Sub
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(S40.00 Value)

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL LEAGUES!

CJ'S SPORTS EAR AND GRILLE

meccabg.com

ALL YOU CAN EAT RIBS FRIDAY NIGHTS

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD.'
HOME OF BGSU FALCON BOWLING TEAM

WAL-MART

$10 OFF
a 3 foot Party Sub

1234N.Main St..Woodland Mall
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$* Shamrock Village ffc
( .on (loin i n i it s • Sloraift' • Studios

BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Vtllage Condominiums
and Townhomes
Four great floor plans
Starting at S6507month plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Pet Friendly
1 or 2 Bedroom
n ,
xcellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Fireplace, Central air. Lawn Care

tudents check out Shamrock Studios

\!Z7©LKJGQ

Summer, semester, or year
leases
Laundry facilities
Free High Speed Wireless
Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Includes cable, gas, electric, water
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnishe/d
Storage available, rented by the month!
i

SHAMROCKBG.COM or email: info@shamrockbg.com
11

T

1724 EAST WOOSTER ST • 419-354-0070
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2009 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Championship
First Round

Second Round

Regional;

National Semifinals

National Semifinals

Regionals

Second Round

First Round

MARCH MADNESS

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

Thursday. '.■,■•■•

To enter ihe BG News NG\A Tournament Pick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round.
A correctly picked game in the first round will get you a point,
followed by two points in the second round, four in the third round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie, those in
contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a guess at
the combined score of the teams.

Compliments of:

AL-MAR
COLONIAL LAXES
10 Game Party with Shoes
($60.00 Value)
UNIVERSITY

,

5 Free 1 Topping Pi/zas
($49.95 Value)

Key Magazine
at must BG News stands
next week

1055 N Main St.
(419)373-9882
(419)352-4644

SUMMERSETT
Paint &

U-HAUL

BGSU SPORTS EXCLUSIVES

Guaranteed
Reservation

STUDENT SPOTLIGHTS
FACULTY PROFILES
GREEK AFFAIRS
MAJOR NEWS EVENTS
THE YEAR IN REVIEW

i

BGSU Sweatshirt
($40.00 Value)

3 Foot Party Sub
($39.95 Value)

LOOK FOR YOUR

FREE!

bookstore!

Trucks | Trailers

|

Boxes

/Right Equipment
/Right Location
/Right on Time
AS AGREED OR

You Get '50

SENIOR PHOTOS

Squeakers
?ttt:

Meat-Free Samples
Live Entertainment
Vegetarian Starter Kits
Huge Sales event!

Squeakers
Vegetarian Cafe & Health Food Store
175 N. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Mon-Sat 10-9pm, Sun ll-8pm
Ph: 419-354-7000

More than 1 million animals are
slaughtered every hour to supply
americans with meat.
Going vegetarian will save innocent,
sentient animals from drugging,
mutilation, torture and slaughter.
If you care about animals....
Please join us for....
The Great American Meatout!
Saturday, March 21st.
Noon to 5pm.

353-PAPA
(7272)

826 S. Main

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Open Late Until 3am!!
Friday & Saturday

$12.00
2 Medium Pizzas

Add

I Breadsticks
for only

$3

with 1 -topping each

JOI

All Major Credit Cards & BGlCard Accepted

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE;
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR

2009-2010

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
Bring in this Ad
& receive a FREE
COURTS
Basketball for joining

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. « 1,1 Street. Him linn Creen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) .(54-2260
Hours- Monday lo Friday K:.W- to 5:M) ■ Saturday - S:.«i lo 5:00

uuH.johnneHloverealeslate.com

our team!

Fans of University Village & University Courts wait every year for the
tradition - the excitrnent- and
the upset- Come be on our
team sign a lease the month
of March and score when
you only pay a $300.00
Security Deposit when you
sign a lease with us This
is a savings of $200 00.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.
Heat I Cable Included

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for mature students
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included
■I

419 • .IS? • 0164 www univeisilydparliiieiils us

irch Madness!
Two Bedroom Apartments
843 Sixth St.
520 E. Reed St.
507 E. Merry St.
I

■

525 E. Merry
214 N. Enterprise
320 Elm St
I

$fi 99
^T|

NEWLPVE
332 S. Mam (out only office) I 419-352-ri620 I wwwnewloveientals com

(plus tax)

\0W

Rentals
J

Pick Any Chicken Entree
Small Chips & Choice of Salsa
Regular Fountain Drink

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 1129 S. Main St. | 419.353.7200 | www.qdoba.com
MEXICAN GRILl

»Umtt(rtt*n««il)«tD«ic<pM**«oMW>n« Not v>W wllti any othw of* 'Qdoee W Qeoee
Mnicee Gmr art nyenid traOonwtt of tM QooM Bern jew Corporation «2DOB
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Heartbreaker
Women's Basketball
team will host
\ Syracuse Sunday
I The women s basketball
j team will host the Syracuse
i Orange on Sunday at 2 p.m.
i in Anderson Arena in the
I second round of the WNIT.
i BG received a first round
j bye in the tournament, while
| Syracuse defeated Canisius
I last night in the first round.

| ONLINE
The BG News
; Sports Blog
I Be sure to log on to The
| BG News Sports Blog for
| continued coverage of your
; favorite Falcons sports teams.
We'll have continued coverage of the upcoming women's
basketball game, as well as
continued coverage of the
BITTER END: !>arryl Clements (lell). Eric Marschall (right) and the Falcons built a lead, but couldn't hold off a late game comeback, eventually losing to top seeded Creighton 73-71.

baseball and Softball team
www.bgnewssports.com

Eighth-seeded Falcons blow lead, lose to top-seeded Creighton late

OUR CALL

OMAHA. Neb. (Al'l — PAIIen Stinnett scored lit points,
including two big free throws in the final minute, and
Creighton came from behind to defeat Bowling Green 7371 in the first round nl the Ml Wednesday night.
I he Bluejays (27 7) will host Kentucky (21 13) in a secondround game Monday.
(Ireighton. which trailed by 14 points in the first half and
b] 8 with 830 left, went ahead 69-67 with 4:41 to play on
Itoiiki'i Ui»>tllii\ s3-pointer.
Nate Miller put the Falcons (19-14) ahead again briefly.
but Justin Carter's3-pointcr with 1:46 left gave the Hluejays
the lead for good.
Stinnett hit two free throws with :i"> Seconds to make it
a three-point game. Miller's fastbreak layup got Howling

Today in
Sports History
1960-Ohio State defeats
California 75-55 to win the
men's basketball NCAA
Championship.
1897-Yale defeated Penn.
:

30-10 in first major college
basketball game

(Ireen within 72-71, but he missed an inside shot that
would have given the I aleons the lead with 111 seconds to
play.
Woodfbx made a free throw for the final margin.
Carter added 14 points, Antoine Young 12 and VVoodfox
lOfbrtheBluejays.
Miller scored 22 points, Darryl Clements had 19 points
and eight rebounds, and Brian Moten added 12 points for
Bowling Green.
Creighton, the Missouri Valley Conference regular-season co-champion, had hoped to receive an al-large bid
ill the NCAA tournament alter winning 1(1 of its last 11
games. An ugly loss to Illinois Slate in the Missouri Valley

Conference tournament semifina Is, combined with upsets

in other conference tournaments, left the Bluejays short.
The Bluejays missed their first 11 3-point shots, and the
falcons led for more than 32 minutes before Creighton
rallied.
Howling Green, which won the Mid-American
Conference regular-season title, had a chance to tie or win
at the end, but Clements' 23-footer bounced off the rim,
and Scott Thomas' tip try was off the mark at the buzzer.
The Bluejays will be playing a Kentucky team that is in
the Nl I for the first time in three decades. The Wildcats
missed the NCAA tournament for the first time in 18
years.
They advanced to the second round of the NIT with a
70-60 win OverUNLVon Tuesday.

The List

Tennis keeps rolling at
home, beats IUPDI

The NCAA Tournament
starts today, and depending
on when you're reading this,
j there's still time to save your
bracket. Here are the five

By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

teams you should avoid like
the plague.

1. Connecticut: They

The BG Women's tennis team
brought their season record
to 7-2 with a win against the
1UHUI laguars on Sunday.
Following spring break,
the team went 7-0 against
the laguars. giving up only
4 games across both singles
and doubles. This home win
brought the Falcons to 5-0 at
the PerrysburgTennis Center.
Christine
Chiricosta.
SamanthaKintzclandStcfamc
Mcnoff all posted perfect 6-0,
6-0scores. Though the women
only had one team practice
during spring break, they all
kept up their game individually during the past week.
"Everyone practiced on their
own over spring break |and| it

lost their best guard to injury
earlier in the season and
haven't been nearly as good
since. Hasheem Thabeet is an
outstanding talent, but teams
can afford to double team
him because they don't have
to worry about being hurt
from outside.
2. Duke: If the last two
years haven't convinced you.
this year will. The Blue Devils
haven't made it past the first
weekend the last two years,
and last year barely escaped a

was everyone's responsibility
to keep up their game," said
Menoff. "Based on this past
weekend everyone did a good
job. The team also came hack
early to practice together on
Saturday before the match on
Sunday."
The jaguars'coach,Cameron
Benjamin, is a former Falcon
who played under head coach
Penny Dean from 2001-05.
"It is fine coaching against
Cam," said Dean. "I think during the match 1 actually forget
who the opposing coach |was|.
I am proud of her having a
Division I job."
The next match for the
Falcons will mark the MidAmerican Conference opener
See TENNIS | Page II

first round upset at the hands
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

of Belmont.

THE 6G NEWS

KNOW YOUR ROOTS: Without his time spent at Syracuse. Curt Miller may never have gotten to be the head coach at BG

3. North Carolina:
Ty Lawson is hurt. Tyler

iller to face former team in WNIT game

Hansbrough is not the Tar
Heels best player. Lawson is,
and without him, the Heels

By Andrew Harncr

won't make it past the sweet

Sports Editor

sixteen.
While it didn't matter who
won last night's WNIT game
between Syracuse and Canisius
for BG coach Curt Miller to
have a coaching connection,
the fact the Orange won allows
Miller to go against the team
that got his coaching career off
and running.
From I994-I99H, Miller was
an assistant coach for Syracuse,
developing a relationship to
the school that hasn't left him
to this day.
"I'll always follow them,"
Miller said. "I keep close tabs
on Syracuse. When you work
at a place and a place is very
special to you, certainly you
keep tabs on it."

4. Pittsburgh: Dejuan
Blair gets into foul trouble so
often that he stirs images of
: BG's own Otis Polk whenever
1

we see him. Plus, the Panthers
have nad trouble against
teams with good guick
guards, a k.a. Oklahoma State
in the second round.

5. Syracuse: These guys
are spent. Seven overtimes in
a span of less than 36 hours
did that Plus, they lack anyone to stop Ari7ona State

/

The reason Syracuse is such
a special place for Miller is
because it was his first big
break in coaching.
After
graduating
from
Baldwin-Wallaccin 1990, Miller
spent one season as a volunteer
assistant coach with Kent State
before becoming the youngest
top assistant coach when he
was hired by Cleveland Stale
in 1991.
After a three-year tenure
with the Vikings and an overall
record of 26-57, Miller moved
on to become an assistant at
Syracuse.
While with the Orange,
Miller helped guide the team
to a 39-70 overall record, which
included a share of the 1995-96
Big East Championship.
But more important than

any records or championships
was the experience of coaching
in a big conference, and it was
that experience which Miller
believes vaulted his coaching
career.
"Without that Syracuse experience, I might not get a chance
as a head coach," Miller said
Monday. "I really look forward to the opportunity if it's
Syracuse."
After Syracuse's 90-55 win
over Canisius in the first round
of the WNIT last night, Miller
has that opportunity.
And while that is a fun
opportunity for Miller, even if
Canisius had won, there still
would have been a coaching
RACHEL UOWAMSKI I THE EG NEWS

See MILLER | Page II

SWINGING: Christine Chiricosta and the BG tennis team are on fire at home.

w
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TENNIS
From Page 10
against University of Illinois at
Chicago. The women will be in
the Windy City on Friday (Mar
20) before heading to Western
Michigan on Saturday (Mar 21).
Before the MAC games begin,
the women have a few things
that they'd like to work on.
"1 will be working on placement of all of my shots going
into MAC season," said Kelsey
Jakupcin. "I have been moving
the ball around the court a lot
more during my last few matches and making my opponent
run and expend more energy

MILLER
From Page 10
connection.
Miller and Golden Griffins
coach Terry Zeh have developed a friendly relationship
over the years through the
recruiting process.
The two also run similar
programs and have similar
beliefs and philosophies when
it comes to coaching women's
basketball.
And with so much coaching
connection to Miller in the

Mackey wins
third straight
Iditarod

NEWS
•

G

S

U

419-372-6977

The Associated Press

NOME, Alaska — Make it three
Idilarods in a row for Lance
Mackey.
The musher from Fairbanks
won the 1,100-mile trek across
the Alaska wilderness yesterday in the world's most famous
sled dog race. And it wasn't
even close.
Mackey slapped hands with
fans along Nome's Front Street.
About a block from the finish
line, he raised both arms in
victory and rode that way into
the chute at 11:38 a.m., hours
ahead of his nearest competitors in the Iditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race.
Immediately after winning,
he gave treats to his dogs, calling them the "real heroes."
"This never gets old," he said
at the finish line as he hugged
two of his dogs.
"It's pretty awesome. Pretty
cool."
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin congratulated Mackey by phone.
"We are so proud of you, Lance,
and we're considering this the
greatest team in Iditarod history," Palin said.
She also told the 38-year-old
Mackey, a throat cancer survivor, "You continue to give all
of us hope, the adversity that
you have overcome, the challenges you've met, believe me,
it resonates across our nation
and across our world."
Mackey commended his "little superstar Maple," a 3-yearold female who was in the lead
for much of the last part of the
race. He hauled her and 9-yearold Larry, one of his traditional
lead dogs, onto the stage with
him.

#IVYW00DAPTS.$r
# 1 Bdrms./Studios #
» lUllWUIUWBlW*
*IMMIMWIIHI*
3, Near BGSU, private ^
J patio/entrance, extra _T
W storage, pets welcome *
4fr short-term leases avail. #
* No Security Deposit *
«if vou movie in before jfc
3/31/09.*
2
J 419-352-7691 uaoj
RMriCfJoM Appl)'

game decided who would face
BG, it almost seems as if the
WNIT committee bracketed
the teams for some extra storylines.
While Miller doesn't know
for sure, he did admit it makes
him a little curious.
"You always wonder," Miller
said, later adding, "So there's
lots of storylines and sometimes you wonder if that's
done on purpose or if it's just
pure coincidence."
Whether intentional or not,
Miller gets to face his old
employer Sunday at 2 p.m.

Classified Ads

By Mary Pcmbcrton

■jk.

than I do."
According to Dean, the
women will also be heading
outside to get used to the different conditions and difficulties that outdoor courts can
provide.
The Falcons are looking forward to starting the MAC season.
"I expect our quickness and
mental toughness to be up to
par because Western is a very
good team and we need to be
ready for anything that gets
thrown our way," said lakupcin.
"1 know that if we are in the
right mindset and believe in
ourselves, we can beat them on
any given day."

-M.

The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertltemenia iii.n discriminate. 01
encourage dWcrt ml nation against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin
sexual orlentallqn, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally
protected status
I he IK i News reserves the ri|(hl to decline
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking In factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

Campus Events
Need a Job? Don't miss it!
Summer Job Fair TOOAY
11am- 3pm Student Union Ballroom

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
400 CounselorsVlnstructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan com
42 participants wanted to join BG
Weight Loss Challangel 12 week
nutritional program, free prizes.
Cash SS awarded to winners!
Call to pre-register at 419-601-5179.
Busy BG mom seeks responsible
person to clean, do laundry and run
errands, 5 hrs per week, S10.'lir
Respond at: brittany@wcnel.org
Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

Quiznos

brought to you by
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Own a Computer? Put it to Work!
$25-S75mr, PT/FT. Free into.
www.earnincomenow.com/tgreen
PT positions avail lor shift manager.
delivery, grill & cold sandwich prep.
Apply M-F, 2-7pm at Mr Spots.
125 E. Court. BG

9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24
26
27
29
30
33
34
35
36
39
43
46

Wait staff Fri & Sat, Naslada Bistro,
apply in person at 182 S Mam St.
no phone calls please.

For Rent
"09-10 SY few remaining houses
1 Irg house left, 8 allowed on lease,
promo 50" HD TV flat screen w/ hse.
new hardwood floor. 2 blks campus.
cartyrentalscom. 419-353-0325.
1 & 2 BR apts. quiet Sign up now lor
fall. saveuptoSi200.
Susan- 419-841-9816. 419-345-4768
1 BR apt across Irom campus,
S350/mo ♦ util, avail May
Call 419-787-7577
1 BR apt close to campus.
S395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Avail now & Aug. call 419-708-9981
1 room efficiency apt,
$290/mo, avail 5/15.
call 419-601-3225
12 month leases starting May 2009.
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, S945 . util.
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
$690/mo + utilities,
420 S College - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities,
849 6th C - 1BR, S330/mo . util,
322 E Court #2 -1BR. $430 incl. util,
Smith Apf. Rentals
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
28
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40

Rob or Chad
Laugh-track sounds
Linkletter and Carney
October stone
Overjoy
10-speed ride
Three longs
Compass pt.
Previously owned
Mel of the Giants
Hush-hush
Sweet-talk
Linguistic suffix
Mine and thine
Arabic Mac
Govi agent
Refuse heaps
Guitar ridge
Learned monkey-style
Buffalo's lake
Thanksgiving parade
Phoenix of Egyptian gods

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
52
54
56
57
62
63
64
65
66
67

MMMM...TOASTY!

Mineral finds
Think out loud
Three shorts
Actor Wallach
Robberies
Soothing lotion
Three shorts
Booze, butts, and bullets
bureau
Adriatic or Caspian, eg
Assist a wrongdoer
Three shorts
Boxing letters
48
Stitch
Litigators
50
Courteney or Wally
51
Indian cash
53
Abides by
55
Hardworking insects 57
Composer Saint-_
58
Provide with a trait
59
Forbidden acts
60
Greek letter
61
Heep of Dickens
Reputations
Calf-length skirt
Egg white
Dracula's conquests

Queue
Don of talk radio
Highland plant
Stops a stealer
"Agnus
Like-minded voters
Satisfied sighs
Clenched fingers
Bacon amount
Place lor three men?
Tenth of MXXX
Tavern brew
Three longs
Fabled also-ran
Funny Jack of Hollywood
End-of-week cry
Tan and Smart
Huntley and Atkins
Camera's eye

J. Edgar Hoover's
org.
Baylor of basketball
Coral colonies
Shoshones
1 st letter
_ Na Na
Bad actor
Part of SSA
Well. _-di-dah!
Braves m box scores
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2 roommates needed, 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus. $385/mo incl.
util. cable S internet 419-419-9029
3 BR house, 404 S. College
S600/mo plus util
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
3 BR units. 1/yr leases,
avail. May-Aug '09,
Scott Hamilton & 5th St. also
2 BR apts, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09,4th St. Pets allowed
$500/mo tgas 8 elec 419-409-1110
315Leroy-3BR. 2 balh. W/O.
S900/mo ♦util. avail mid May

Call419-575-1555

3BR house close to campus. 2 car
garage, gas heat, C/A, S775/mo
Immed occupancy, 419-878-5626

426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009. S475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
5 S 3 BR houses/apts,
available May & August.
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR each w/ priv. bath & entrance
Close to campus. S1050/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Preferred

For Rent

Properties Co.

Basement Apt, Near Campus
S350/mo, util incl.
Call 419-352-5882
Highland Management
1/2 off rent any month. New Low
Prices on Specific Properties
Pet friendly, call 419-354-6036,
www bghighlandmgmt.com
HOUSES - RENT SPECIAL
FREE FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR $99 SECURITY DEPOSIT
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 blck from campus, near windmi
4 BR, 2 balh. S900/mo, good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S. College, 3 BR, 1 bath,
S900/mo, good condition.
129B S College, 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR. 1 bath, 5375/mo
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.froboserentals com

Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME HT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
ni Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

Summit Hill 414/418S. Summit St,
2+BR, A/C. garage, W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's ® The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

/tfffywASom
MOTHERHOOD, CHARIN mm
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If you love children and want a caring, fun environment
we need counselors, program directors and other staff
from June 21 to August 17. 2008

WARE THE TRMTIOH • WWW JRttWM Jm~

Call 1.215.944.3069
or apply online at www.campwaynegirls.com

J

:

Have the summer of your life in Northeast Pennsylvania!

Select the camp that selects the best staff!

l
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A solid foundation for our
Nation^nd our communities

INTERVIEWS ON ASUS TEMPE'C'AMPUS-FEBRUARY-5TH

l

N

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com

CAMP WAYNE/>/ GIRLS
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709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Least

V

2 BR furn. 12 month or 1 yr lease,
S510/moincl heat, water, sewer,
gas & cable Call 419-494-8208

S950/mo, util. incl, call 419-352-5882

Roe Automotive and
Transmission Repair, best rale,
quality ASE cert, repair, student
discounts avail. Call 419-601-2476.

The Daily Crossword Fix

High energy sitter needed in Perrysburg home, all day position. M-Th.
Call 419-467-2783

426 E. Wooster, Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail Fall 2009
Services Offered

Thursday. March 19.2009 11

For more information contact
Neil Harrison
419-830-4594

12 Thursday. March 19.2009
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LINKENHOLT
ENGLAND
Sheep graze on gfeen

NEWS-!

hills. Pheasants hop across
country lanes. Cottages sit
next to a medieval church.
Neighbors have known each
other since birth but also
welcome strangers. And for
about $35 million. Linkenholt
and everything in it will have
a new owner. Forget chasing
the American dream — buy
the English one.

MAP COURTESYOfVISI80NE.COM
BRIEFS COURTESY Of AP WIRE

NEW POOL FURNITURE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
24-HR WITNESS CENTER • 24-HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DOMES
BASKETBALL & SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS • INTERNET INCLUDED • INDIVIDUAL LEASES

419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM

■

THE

ENCLAVE

